ABR September issue highlights

Highlights of the September issue include:

- Biographer and memoirist Brenda Niall reviews Loving Words, a collection of love letters between the original Australian literary power couple Vance and Nettie Palmer, edited by Deborah Jordan.
- Gideon Haigh reviews great US journalist Seymour Hersh’s memoir of his distinguished and controversial career including the revelations about atrocities at My Lai and Abu Ghraib.
- Stephen Mills - Academic, author, and former speechwriter to Bob Hawke - reviews former New South Wales Premier Bob Carr’s episodic new political memoir.
- From the ABR Archive - we revisit ABR Editor Peter Rose’s 2001 review of Jacqueline Kent’s biography of legendary Australian editor Beatrice Davis, A Certain Style, to coincide with the publication of a new edition from NewSouth.

Further information

More information about Australian Book Review, including a full contents list for the September issue, can be found on the ABR website from August 31.

Please contact Darren at Progressive PR and Communications on (03) 9696 6417 or darren@progressivepr.com.au
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